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DEVELOP
Understanding

SOLIDIFY 
Understanding

PRACTICE 
Understanding

Task Sequencing 
Comprehensive Mathematics Instruction Framework

!  Develop Understanding tasks 
surface student thinking

!  Solidify Understanding tasks 
examine and extend

!  Practice Understanding tasks 
build fluency



The Teaching Cycle 
 

 
 

Launch 

Explore 

Discuss 



The Teaching Cycle: Launch

How will you . . . 

•  hook and motivate students; 

•  provide schema (the problem setting, the mathematical context, 
and the challenge) for the mathematical task; 

•  provide tools, information, vocabulary, conventions and 
notations, as necessary; and 

•  describe what the expectations are for the finished task without 
giving away too much of the problem and leaving the potential of 
the task intact? 



The Teaching Cycle: Explore

•  How will you organize and encourage students to explore, 
investigate, experiment, look for patterns, make conjectures, 
collect and record data, participate in group discussions, and 
revisit and revise their thinking relative to the mathematical 
ideas intended to be elicited by the task? 

•  What will you look for and listen for as you observe students?

•  What will you accept as evidence of student understanding?

•  What questions will you ask to stimulate, redirect, focus, and 
extend the students’ mathematical thinking? 



The Teaching Cycle: Discuss

•  How will you select which students will present and discuss 
their solutions and strategies?

•  How will you determine what ideas to pursue in depth and 
what to defer for another time?

•  How will you decide whether to contribute to the discourse 
by providing additional information (e.g., vocabulary, 
conventions, notation), suggesting other models, 
demonstrating alternative strategies, clarifying difficult 
issues; or to allow students to continue to struggle to make 
sense of an idea or concept? 



Something to Talk 
About



The Teaching Cycle 
 

 
 

Launch 

Explore 

Discuss 
1. Anticipate student thinking 

2. Monitor student thinking 
3. Select student thinking 

4. Sequence student thinking 

5. Connect student thinking 

Connected to the 5 practices 
of Orchestrating Discussions 



Five Practices for Facilitating Mathematical Discourse

1.  Anticipate student thinking. Work the task yourself. 

2.  Monitor students as they work. Circulate around the room and ask 
students how they are thinking about what they have written.

3.  Select students for the classroom discussion. Have a method for 
keeping track of who you have selected

4.  Sequence student work.

5.  Connect.  Help students to make connections among the ideas 
presented.



The 0 Practice 

Have clear mathematical goals and a task that supports the goals.  



Something to Talk About

•  How is the rate of growth for this context different from the rate of 
growth in Growing Dots and Growing, Growing Dots? 

•  How does the rate of growth show up in different representations? 
(e.g., in a table, in a graph, in a recursive rule) 

•  How can we represent this sequence with an explicit equation? 
•  How does the structure of the diagram support this work?



Scott’s Macho 
March



Scott’s Macho March

•  How did you extend your thinking that emerged in Something to 
Talk About as you worked on this task? 

•  What ideas, strategies or representations got solidified for you?

•  What connections can be made between the work of the first part 
of the task (describing push ups per day) and the last part of the task 
(describing the accumulated push ups for the month)?  Why do 
these relationships exist?



The Tortoise and 
the Hare



Tortoise and the Hare

•  How are the contexts of the three tasks worked on today similar, 
and how are they different?  

•  How are the quadratic representations we have seen today similar 
and how are they different?



•  How does quadratic and exponential behavior compare?



What Are the Features of Quadratic Functions?

•  Based on your work in these three tasks, what are some of the 
defining features of quadratic functions?

•  More generally what ideas about function can we add to the work 
form Secondary Math I ?

•  To this point, what similarities and differences do you notice in the 
nature of the work from Math I and Math II? 



from Infinity + 1 
“I believe in numbers. The ones you can see 
and the ones you can't. The real and the 
imaginary, the rational and the irrational, 
and every point on lines that go on forever. 
Numbers have never let me down. They 
don't waffle. They don't lie. They don't 
pretend to be what they're not. They're 
timeless.” 



Transformers:  
Shifty y’s



Transformers:  Shifty y’s

•  What is the goal of this task?

•  What ideas are available for students after doing this task?





Transformers:  More 
Than Meets the y’s



Building the Perfect 
Square



Putting Pieces Together

Square
 side length = x units 
Area = x2    square units Square

 side length = 1 unit
Area = 1 square unit

Rectangle 
length = x units
width = 1 unit
Area = x square units





Building the Perfect Square

•  What is the connection between completing the square and 
transformations?



Throwing an 
Interception



Throwing an Interception

•  What is the main focus of this task?

•  How would you describe the approach to finding the x-intercepts? 

•  How is the need for the quadratic formula motivated?



Throwing an Interception

•  What is the main focus of this task?

•  How is the need for the quadratic formula motivated?



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

“Effective teaching of mathematics builds fluency with procedures on 
a foundation of conceptual understanding so that students, over time, 
become skillful in using procedures flexibly as they solve contextual 
and mathematical problems.”


Principles to Actions:  Ensuring Mathematical Success for All, 
National Council Teachers of Mathematics 2014







Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

What are the foundational concepts for the procedures in these tasks?


•  Graphing parabolas using transformations

•  Completing the square

•  Quadratic formula



Building Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 
Understanding

•  How does the conceptual approach based on students’ knowledge of 
functions provide access to the procedures?  

•  How does the conceptual approach based on students’ knowledge of 
functions provide motivation for the procedures?


